Cookies Policy
Exquando uses cookies to provide you with the best possible experience when browsing its
website.
The cookies on our website are managed by:
Exquando SA
Siège social : Rue de la Hulpe 130A, 1331 Rosières
Siège d’exploitation : Avenue Edison 20, 1300 Wavre
Telephone : +32 (0)470 122 148
Contact : contact@exquando.com
Below you will find more information on our use of cookies, on how we respect your privacy, and
on the possibility of modifying your choice of cookies.
1. What is a cookie?
Cookies are small files which are stored on your computer, smartphone or tablet and which
facilitate your internet browsing. There are different types of cookies which have different
functions. Cookies can, for example: remember the language you use to browse, your session
identifiers, certain browsing parameters, the pages you visit, certain information about the way
you navigate, or even display the site correctly according to the way you navigate, etc.
2. What types of cookies do we use?
The cookies used can be classified according to their purpose, their lifespan and the entity to
which they belong. We use cookies for various purposes, the same cookie can pursue several
purposes:
●

●

Necessary and functional cookies: they are essential for the proper functioning of our
site. These cookies are, for example, required to control your identity when you log in, to
remember your choice of cookies, to obtain better site performance, to keep your
preference settings, etc.
Analytical and marketing cookies: they collect information on how you use our website,
which pages you visit, or can be used for statistical and performance purposes.

In terms of their lifespan:
● Temporary cookies are temporarily stored on your device. They are automatically
deleted as soon as you close your browser.
● Persistent cookies remain on your device, even when you close the browser. They
recognize you on subsequent visits, and remain on your device until they expire, until a
new version of the cookie is installed or you delete them manually.

At the level of the entities to which they belong, cookies can have two types of origin:
● First party cookies are cookies installed and managed by Exquando. They are specific to
the website visited.
● Third party cookies are cookies installed and managed by a third party. They are
installed when you browse our website. Third-party cookies allow certain data to be sent
to third parties when you browse our website. When we use this type of cookies, we
make sure that these third parties cannot identify you on the basis of the data stored in
these cookies.
3. List of cookies we use:
You will find below a table showing the cookies used on our site as well as their description,
origin, validity period, etc. [regarder sur : https://www.cookieserve.com/]
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4. Your consent
If you continue browsing our website without having accepted cookies or if you click on the
"Refuse" button, only cookies essential for browsing our website are used.
If you click on the "Configure" button, you can choose to enable or disable cookies, by purpose,
other than those essential for the proper functioning of our website.
If you click on the "Accept" button, you give your consent for the use of all cookies in
accordance with this cookie policy.
You can change your preferences at any time via the icon at the bottom right of our website.
5. Respect for your privacy
The cookies that we use are in line with the principles relating to the respect of private life as
well as your rights in this matter. For more information on the subject, you can refer to our
Privacy Policy.

